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Background	  
O   The community of Brandon was selected to take 

part in a national project with the goal of 
developing a plan to mobilize the local 
community in order to end youth homelessness.  

O The Brandon Neighborhood Renewal Corporation 
facilitated this project in Brandon. Naomi 
Leadbeater, Community Development 
Coordinator at the Brandon Neighborhood 
Renewal Corporation, invited many local 
professionals to the Steering Committee, 
garnering a diverse group of representatives 
from a wide-range of local agencies.  



Introduction	  
O  The Mobilizing Local Capacity to End Youth 

Homelessness Project is a national effort 
launched by Eva’s Initiatives, a non-profit 
organization based in Toronto. The goal of 
the project is to create community 
partnerships that will lead to the prevention 
of youth homelessness across the country. 



Youth	  Homelessness	  
O  It is estimated that 20% of people 

experiencing homelessness in Canada are 
under the age of 30.  

O  The experience for youth can be significantly 
different, when compared to adults, for a 
variety of reasons. Such as: 
O  Lack of life skills and experience 
O  Lack of education 
O  Increased predatory relationships 



Youth	  Homelessness	  
O  Because the experience and risks are 

different, it is necessary to develop youth 
specific plans in order to prevent and end 
youth homelessness in Canada.  

  



Youth	  Homelessness	  
O  In addition to the unique risks associated 

with youth homelessness, research and 
prevention programs must also consider the 
unique conditions that differ between many 
Canadian provinces. 



Youth	  Homelessness	  
O  Because of the unique conditions, it is 

fundamental that local initiatives are 
developed, provincial programs are 
encouraged, and funding from all levels of 
government as well as community partners 
is sought and utilized.  



Research	  Questions	  and	  
Methods	  	  

O  Through this study, interviews with 22 
service providers were held. Including 
corrections, shelter staff, employment 
organizations, school organizations, 
women’s resource centres, among others. 
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Research	  Questions	  and	  
Methods	  

O  Along with the key informant interviews, 4 
focus groups were held in an attempt to 
understand the phenomena from the 
youth’s perspective. 
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Conclusions	  
O  Many agreed that mental health and 

addictions issues lead to homelessness and 
are a barrier to obtaining housing once 
homelessness. 

O  Youth struggle getting housing because of a 
lack of skills, education, references, and 
income. 

O  There are not enough affordable or 
supportive housing options for youth. 



Recommendations	  
O  Brandon needs to: 

O  Investigate the possibility of a youth specific 
resource centre 

O  Offer mental health and addictions services 
for youth with less restrictions 

O  Encourage more education about youth 
homelessness and housing issues in schools 

O  Consider creating a youth housing and 
resource coordinator position.  
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